INTRODUCTION
One characteristic feature of the scattering of pi mesons by nuclei in the energy region 0-300 MeV is a strong interaction at the nuclear surface.
'Ibis arises from the strong p-wave pi-nucleon scattering in this energy region.
The second feature of great importance for our purposes is the differ-+ ence between r and m-interactions with neutrons at the energies in question.
Since the dominant interaction is in an isospin 3/2 state, the negative pions interact much more strongly with neutrons than do the positive pions.
In the present work we investigate the possibility of utilizing pion-nucleus elastic scattering to explore the relative neutron-proton distribution.
It is these two properties of strong surface interactions and the difference between the pion interaction with neutrons in the different charge states which we shall exploit. Also, we survey some aspects of the sensitivity of pi-nucleus elastic scattering to the pion optical potential in anticipation of experiments to be carried out during the first years of the "meson factor ies. "
We carry out systematic calculations of the differential cross sections using an optical potential derived from the n-nucleon scattering amplitudes 1 using multiple scattering theory. This potentia12
has been widely applied to elastic 3-6 7 and inelastic m-meson scattering and to m-mesic atoms, 8 so that the parameters are now semiquantitatively known.
The most important feature of the potential for present purpoees is a strong dependence on the gradient of the nuclear density --a reflection of the p-wave character of the n-nucleon interaction mentioned above.
We look in some detail at the sensitivity of the angular distributions to the neutron distribution, taking the proton distribution from the analyais of electron scattering experiments. Since the gradient term arisea from the interaction through the A(1236), at energies such that the A(1236) dominates the n-nucleon reactions, the effective radii for m+ and T-will be different if there is a neutron rich surface region. This will lead to two main effects. First, the break from the Mottg cross section, historically the first measurement of the nuclear radius , will occur at different angles for + and m-mesons of the same energy. Secondly, the positions of the minima for T+ and m-will be shifted.
Nany years ago it was suggested that one could + use the difference between the T and n-interaction with neutrons and protons to explore the relative neutron-proton density at the surface. 10 At energies of 0.5 -1.0 GeV, the pion nucleon cross sections are such that both # are strongly absorbed from the elastic channel in the interior of a large nucleus.
In the surface region, the n+ mainly interact with neutrons and the r with protons. Thus , the ratio + of absorption cross sections for m and n-is sensitive to the properties of the surface region. First, the potential is obtained from an expansion in the number of collisions.
Since we use the impulse approximation and restrict ourselves to the first term in this expansion, the only nuclear property which enters is the single-particle dfetribution function. The higher order terms, which introduce nuclear correlation, are neglected.
TIIUS, our
conclusions about relative neutron and proton density distributions are in error to the extent that correlation are important.16 Although it ia known that these higher order terms affect the shape of the potential,17 we expect that the resulting differences in the relative neutron vs proton radii will be small. Another modification of the optical potential which is quite dependent on nuclear correlations la the effect of pion absorption. We do not expect this to be important here, and do not explicitly include this "true" absorption.
A second fundamental uncertainty follows from the need for off-shell n-nucleon information in constructing the n'-nucleus potential.
In our calculations of the effect of different neutron and proton distributions we uae the off-shell extrapolation originally introduced for the pion optical potential.
The form of the potential and parameters are reviewed in Part A of this section. In Part B, we try to assess the importance of this off-shell uncertainty for the present work.
A. Description of the Optical Potential
The first-order optical potential in momentum space is 1
where the sum is over One apparent reason for this is the accidental, slmost exact, cancellation of the low energy a-wave phaae shifts contributing to bo. Moreover, corrections to the expression (1) for the optical potential discuaaed above play an important role at low energies. 18 Because these cannot, at present, be reliably estimated, this limits our ability to utilize low-energy pion scattering as a nuclear probe.
B. Model Dependence --Local Model
Of the various approximations discussed above which have been used to derive the optical potentials of Part A, the nature of the off-shell extrapolation might be most important. The gradient form for the potential, which gives the strong surface dependence being utilized in this work, follows only with the ansatz that the form a + a~k"~' holds off-shell. In order to make these observations more nearly quantitative, we consider a quite different off-massshell extrapolation than that used in Part A. Note that on the energy shell ope can rewrite Eq. (2) as~' In particular, the positiona of the minima and msxima are not changed much.
Of special importance to + us here is the insensitivity of the relative IT and n-minima to A, as seen in Table I 
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ne reason for this is that apparently at these energies large angle scattering arisea mainly from a number of small angle deflections. Therefore, the off-shell properties do not enter in as important a way as they do, for example, in a large angle double-scattering term.
We thus proceed to the study of the dependence of the elastic scattering on the difference between the proton and neutron distributions using the potential of Part A with some confidence in the correctness of the qualitative conclusions which can be drawn.
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III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS b
In this section we shall give sample theoretical results for m+ and T-scattering at various energies from several nuclei. incidently, + that there is a tendency for the T minima to be much shallower than the T minima, especially at higher energies. This is a result Coulomb smplitude which is repulsive for n+ and attractive for n-. Presumably, a significant part of this effect arises from the gradient term, which has an important repulsive component at the surface.
In Table II The overall qualitative feature is that the T-minima decrease with increasing neutron radius at about twice the rate as do r+ minima. This verifies our expectation that the m-mesons will be more sensitive to the neutron distribution than thẽ + . This can be understood from the potentials (3) and (4) for the n+ and corresponding ones for T-.
If there is a neutron excess, in the pure neutron region the parameter bl is much larger for T-thañ + , since an isospin 3/2 phase shift is dominant.
It is in this surface region that the gradient potential is strong, leading to different effective radii for v+ and r-.
Note that quite often there is a 0.3°change in the first n-minimum per 0.1 F change in the neutron radius, and a 0.6°change in the second minimum. This suggests that careful experiments at one energy will be able to detect a radius differ- The results in Table 111 fitting accurate experiments for both n+ and Twill one be able to extract the optical parameter from which the nuclear densities are determined. Fig. 4 , with Rn = R . P The other columns give the results of using optical parameters for the kinetic energy expected at the nuclear surface (81.9 MeV for n+ and 118.1 MeV for the T-).
The effects are very small.
Finally, there is another feature of the angular distribution which one might use for obtaining information about the nuclear density distribution.
Historically, the earliest measurement of the nuclear radius was done by determining the angle of the break in the Coulomb cross section for alpha-nucleus scattering, and by using the classical Coulomb The ratfo-to-Rutherford cross section for small angle lT-elastic scattering from 20aPb at 57 MeV.
The proton radius R = 6.52 F, while the neutron radius R =P 5.52 F (dashed line), 6.52 F (soli~line), and 7.52 F (dot-dashed line). bssia of the model, especially the relevance of the theoretical parameters, is questionable at energies low enough to make experiments practical.
However, when the low energy experiments are done and analyzed, it will be interesting to study thf.a phenomenon.
In conclusion, it is expected that a careful analysis of systematic experiments at various energies, with the energy and angular resolution expected at the new meson factories, will allow the neutron vs proton radius to be determined to about 0.1 F. This conclusion is baaed on the expectation that with reasonable parameters the optical model will provide accurate fi ta to the data.
